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Status: New Start date: 08/26/2016
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: Metadata Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 5.2
Found in version: 5.0.406 Platform: PS3
Description

You have a movie folder, listing movies. Before the name, each movie has a small icon (downloaded cover or poster for that movie),
and bigger pictures are shown in the other half of the screen.

You have a show folder, listing episodes for that show. Before the name, only the default icon is shown, created reading a few
seconds for the file. No downloaded icon per episode is shown like before.

¿Problem? All episodes icons for each TV show look the same. If the intro is always the same, I have all icons showing the same
black screen with some credit text. Noting related to each episode like before.

History
#1 - 08/26/2016 12:52 PM - Rob Koni

. . wrote:

You have a movie folder, listing movies. Before the name, each movie has a small icon (downloaded cover or poster for that movie), and bigger
pictures are shown in the other half of the screen.

You have a show folder, listing episodes for that show. Before the name, only the default icon is shown, created reading a few seconds for the file.
No downloaded icon per episode is shown like before.

¿Problem? All episodes icons for each TV show look the same. If the intro is always the same, I have all icons showing the same black screen with
some credit text. Noting related to each episode like before.

Screenshot?

#2 - 08/26/2016 02:45 PM - . .

Rob Koni wrote:

Screenshot?

I don't know how to do it and I googled it and I'm sure I have done it before.

#3 - 08/26/2016 03:13 PM - . .
- File DSC00052.jpg added
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#4 - 09/03/2016 09:41 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 5.2

This make sense to fix I guess.

Files
DSC00052.jpg 142 KB 08/26/2016 . .
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